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123 Sunshine Street is in the heart of one busy, 
beautiful neighborhood. It’s also home to six best 
friends who call themselves the Sunshine Squad.



But in apartment number eight, things are getting a bit . . . 
messy. One friend is about to find out that even 
superheroes need to do their part to keep things tidy.  



On a sunny afternoon, the entire Sunshine Squad is 
visiting Oliver.

“Let’s have Dino-Roar annihilate a tower of blocks,” 
says Lucas, waving Oliver’s dinosaur through the air. 
“Where are your blocks anyway?”

“Don’t know,” says Oliver, looking around. 



“Bunny Girl can fly down and stop Dino-Roar with 
her powerful cape,” says Sophie. “Wait, where is 
Bunny Girl’s cape, Ollie?”

 

“Uh, I’m not sure,” says Oliver.



Mia suggests they head to the park, and everyone 
carefully makes their way to the door.

“Oh, and Ollie,” says Mia, “where’s that new comic 
book you were telling me about?”

Ollie shrugs. How did it get so tricky to find things 
in his room?
 



“Not so fast, O-Man,” Oliver’s dad calls to him. “You’ll 
need to clean your room before you go outside.”

“Really, Dad?” Oliver begs. “Can’t I clean it later?” 
But his dad says, “Rules are rules.”

“We’ll see you after  
you pick up,” Lily says.



Oliver watches his friends leave without him.

Why do dads care so much about messy rooms? 
Oliver wonders. He really doesn’t feel like picking up.



Maybe it’ll be okay to stay inside by himself this one 
afternoon. And maybe his dad will forget about his 
messy room by tomorrow. 

Instead of cleaning up, Oliver decides to spend the 
afternoon drawing.



Oh, no! Oliver is under attack . . . 
from a mess monster!

Oliver’s room is a nightmare. He can’t find his blocks, or Bunny Girl’s superhero cape, 
or his new favorite comic. And worst of all, his parents say he can’t go outside and play 
with everyone in the Sunshine Squad until his room is 
clean! Tidying up is harder than he thought. Can Oliver’s 
loyal friends help activate his super-cleaning powers?
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